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Figure 1.  Versions of maps showing Kalbaskraal, farm no. 890 Malmesbury 
Top: 1980 (1:50 000 Trig. Survey map 3318DA Philadelphia),  

Bottom: c1880/90 (CA M3/1823 & M4/1376). 
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KALBASKRAAL, MALMESBURY 
 

André van Graan 
 
 

Kalbaskraal farm lies on a ridge of high ground to the south of Malmesbury and was 
originally accessed off the old road running from Durbanville northwards to 
Malmesbury; the access road winding its way between the farms of the Grootedrooge 
Valley, past Welgegund opstal and moving on past Kalbaskraal to the old outspan of 
Kalabas Kraal (Fig. 1). 
 Today, all that marks the site of the opstal of Kalbaskraal are a couple of large 
blue-gum trees and some old sheds, the original werf being largely destroyed.  The 
homestead of the farm consisted of a T-shaped building with a wing added on the tail to 
the one side and a series of outbuildings linking the house to the barn on the west.  
Further outbuildings formed a large rectangular werf in front and to the west of the 
house, but are no longer discernable. 
 
The Swartland 
 
The area has been used since the eighteenth century for the growing of corn.  Many 
farmers were wealthy as a result of the high price obtained for their crop on the Cape 
Town market.  John Barrow observed, “their farms are some freehold property, some 
gratuity land, but most of them loan farms. Many people are in good circumstances and 
are considered in rank next to the wine boor. The quantity of corn they bring to market 
is from a hundred to a thousand muids each, according to the quality of their farms, but 
more commonly to their skill and industry” (Smit 1976). 

In 1798 corn sold on the Cape market for four rixdollars a muid.  A tenth of this had 
to be paid in tax at the last tollhouse on its way into the city.  In this year, which was a 
good one for grain production, 138,000 muiden of wheat were grown and 44,000 
brought to market; 186,000 muiden were grown in an excellent harvest in 1815 and 
63,000 brought to market (Elphick & Giliomee 1979).  Barrow was somewhat scathing 
about the farming methods of the farmers.  He thought that they relied more heavily on 
the fertility of the soil and the favourable climate than on their own ability: “Their 
plough is an unwieldy machine, drawn by fourteen or sixteen oxen, just skins the 
surface, is as frequently out of the ground as in it. Hence in most of their corn fields 
may be observed large patches of ten, fifteen or twenty square yards without a stem of 
grain upon them”. 

 
The Early grants 
 
The farm Kalbaskraal was a large 1771 morgen quitrent grant made in 1831 that 
incorporated an old Cape Freehold grant of 1768, given out during the governorship of 
Ryk Tulbagh (1751-1771).  The land had previously been used as a ‘veepost’ (cattle 
post) at least since 1748, as described in the grant “… aan wylen den Landbouwer Hans 
Hendrik Hatting, volgens Besluit aan den 12 Maart 1748 ter consideratie van desselfs 
aansede, voor … in eigendom is uitgegeeven geweest, zeker Veepost … genaamd de 
Kalbas Kraal, gelegen onder de Kleine Paardeberg …”.  This pattern occurs on a 
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number of adjacent farms during the same period.  Under Governor Cradock loan farms 
were being phased out and replaced by quitrent tenure, which was more profitable for 
the government.  The farms Draaihoek and Swellengift (both incidentally in the 
ownership of the de Kock family who were to own Kalbaskraal for over a hundred 
years) similarly incorporate early loan farms into later grants.   

The earlier freehold, known as ‘De Calbasse Kraal’, was a ‘standard’ 60 morgen 
farm (Figs 2 and 3).  It was granted on 1 June 1768 to Hans Hendrik Hattingh, grandson 
of the stamvader, Hans Heinrich Hatting of Speyer in Germany, who owned Spier near 
Stellenbosch and La Motte near Paarl.  Hans Hendrik was born in Tulbagh on 28 June 
1750, married Maria Johanna Botha on 14 August 1776, and died at Swaerhoek on 18 
March 1827.  Hatting sold the property almost immediately to Gerrit H. Batenhorst for 
566 guldens, which may explain the need to sort out the registered ownership records of 
what was previously a ‘veepost’.  This transfer mentions a ‘plaats ofte hofstede’ (farm 
and homestead).  

This piece of land was farmed by Gerrit Batenhorst until 1800, when Johannes 
van Niekerk bought it for 20,000 guldens.  Twenty years later, he sold to Jacob Daniel 
de Villiers for 60,000 guldens.  Finally, it came into the hands of Floris Smit (Pieter’s 
son).   
 
 

  
 

Figure 2.  Left: This 1969 noting sheet shows old freehold (arrow) and subsequent quitrent 
grants (1:12 500 Malmesbury BH-6AD);  

Right: Cape Divisional Map of 1915 (CA M3/4829). 
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Figure 3.  Consolidated diagram for Kalbskraal  

(Survey diagram 1779/1954 filed with T10107, 1 July 1958). 
 

 
The owners of Kalbaskraal 
 
In 1831, under the governorship of Sir Lowry Cole, the quitrent grant known as 
Kalbaskraal and linked to ‘De Calbasse Kraal’, was made to Floris Smit.  The next 
recorded owner of the farm was Hendrik Vos, owner of the adjoining farm Munnik’s 
Dam.  The date of transfer was 1839.  By 1861 Vos was busy subdividing the large farm 
into three portions.  The first subdivision of 500 morgen formed the farm Welgelegen 
and was sold to Tobias Christian van den Berg, the son of Willem Theodorus van den 
Berg (1791-1884) and Anna Hendrina Lochner.  The second subdivision of 500 morgen 
formed the farm Welgegund and was sold to Johannes Jacobus de Kock (1816-1863), 
who married Maria Ackerman.  (See the Appendix for details of registered ownership.) 

The transfer of the remaining portion of the farm (nearly 800 morgen) to the de 
Kock family is not recorded but must have occurred by the third quarter of the 
nineteenth century.  In 1897 the farm was transferred from the estate of P.E. de Kock to 
his widow, Helen Gertruida de Kock.  She passed it on the same day to her son, 
Hendrick Matthys Stephanus de Kock.  From then on it remained in the de Kock 
family’s hands until sold in 2002, to vanish in both name and structure. 
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Figure 4.  The façade of Kalbaskraal in 2002. 
 

 
The Buildings of Kalbaskraal 
 
The focus of the survey in 2002, undertaken by a group of Vernacular Society members, 
was the farmhouse that was derelict and roofless at the time (Fig. 4).  An application for 
a demolition permit was being considered by the South African Heritage Resources 
Agency, the permit having been applied for after demolition had in fact commenced.  
There were traces of a number of other structures and walls that had been flattened by a 
bulldozer.  Of particular interest was the barn to the west of the house.  It incorporated a 
pair of doors that appeared to be substantially older than the rest of the building and 
must have been brought there from elsewhere (Fig. 5).  The doors would appear to date 
from about 1780, based on their style and weight of mouldings.  Fransen and Cook 
(1980: 250) described the house as being “a dilapidated, uninhabited homestead, T-
shaped with half-hipped ends; it probably dates from c1810. The doors and windows are 
XIXB. The house is beyond repair”. 
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Figure 5.  The double doors found in the barn, now painted red, probably made circa 1780 and 
originally used elsewhere. 

 
 

The Farmhouse 
 
Construction 
 
The walls of the house were of opgekleide earth, on a plinth of stonework, with sun-
dried bricks used on the upper level and in the construction of the eastern addition.  In 
areas where the plaster had fallen off the walls there was evidence that the house had 
been altered, using sun-dried bricks.  Modern additions (twentieth century) had been 
made to the west of the front wing, a veranda had been added and a bathroom afdak was 
added to the rear of this wing.  Traces of pilasters remained on the façade. 

Although the roof had been largely removed, what remained appeared to be the 
timbers of a modern hipped-roof that had a corrugated iron covering.  No evidence 
remained of gable ends and the central gable had been clipped, and appeared 
substantially rebuilt.  It incorporated a modern steel casement window with a crudely 
moulded lintel (Fig. 6). 

All rooms except for the kitchen and bathrooms had the remains of timber floors 
on timber grounds laid over the earth floors. 
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Figure 6.  Modern hipped roof, gable ends gone, central gable clipped, steel window inserted. 

 

  
Figure 7.  Floor plan of Kalbaskraal. 
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Plan Form and Layout 
 
The house was T-shaped with a later wing added to the east side of the tail (Fig. 7).  
From the stoep a later, modern door gave access to an entrance passage.  There was 
evidence that the house had been substantially altered, probably in about 1840.  The 
passage had two doors on each side; each was a six-panel single door with reeded 
architraves (Fig. 8).  The rear west door was a mock door to balance the door giving 
access to a passage to the east, leading to the east bedroom.  There were four rooms on 
the north front each with very fine Georgian 24-pane sash windows (Fig. 9).  The 
lamb’s tongue astragals were particularly noteworthy. 

A pair of double doors led from the entrance passage into a galdery (Fig. 10).  
This room was obviously the focal living space of the house.  A pair of glazed 
muurkaste flanked the double entrance doors (Fig. 11).  On the opposite wall, facing the 
entrance was a fireplace (Fig. 12), flanked in turn by a pair of panelled doors (Fig. 13).  
The right-hand door gave access to the kitchen, while the left-hand door, added to 
maintain the symmetry of the room, opened into a shallow cupboard (Fig. 14).  A 
panelled door led from the east wall into the inter-leading rooms that were a later 
addition.  The kitchen retained its original full width hearth, although a wall and a door 
had been inserted on the west side to access a modern storeroom. 

There was evidence under layers of paint and wallpaper that the walls of the 
galdery had originally been painted to resemble a dark timber such as mahogany, with 
trompe l’oeil architraves and skirting (Fig. 15). 
 
Kalbaskraal uses the extended T-shaped plan (Malan 2002: 144).  This is similar to the 
plan of Saxenburg, Kuils River (Pearse 1933: 15).  There are a number of other houses 
in the area with a similar T-shaped plan form, for instance the house on the nearby farm 
Swellengift.  This is also a T-shaped house with an extra back wing added, and it has 
half-hipped gables, again like those at Kalbaskraal, as described in Fransen & Cook 
(1980).  The house is dated 1823.  On Draaihoek one finds a similar T-shaped plan 
form.  Both of these houses have casement windows, however.  Kalbaskraal appears to 
have been a late eighteenth or early nineteenth century house that was altered and 
upgraded in approximately 1840.  It would thus appear that the house was built before 
the grant to Floris Smit in 1831, but may well have been upgraded at this time.  It is 
interesting that the same family should own all three houses and raises the question of 
authorship. 
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Figure 8.  Internal doors. 

 

  
Figure 9.  Georgian windows with internal shutters. 
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Figure 10.  Double door in the galdery with flanking wall cupboards. 

 
 

  
Figure 11.  Wall cupboard in galdery. 
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Figure 12.  Galdery fireplace and detail of moulding. 
 

 
 

Figiure 13.  Fireplace wall of galdery with matching doors; the right-hand one leads into the 
kitchen (composite picture). 
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Figure 14.  Door flanking fireplace, opening into shallow cupboard. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 15.  Remnants of painted decoration on the walls of the galdery.   
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Figure 16.  Abutting walls (L) and signs of additions (R). 
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Appendix 
 
Property grants, transfers and registered ownership 
 
Kalbaskraal, Malmesbury: Farm 890 
 
Consolidated farm Number 890, Malmesbury District.  The Farm is now called ‘Malmesbury Road’ (vide 
Diagram T42806/2002) and forms part of a consolidation in 2002 with the Farm ‘Glen Lossie’).  
Kalbaskraal was a consolidation approved on 24th May 1954 and consisted of 945, 3932 morgen of land 
(vide Consolidated diagram 1779/54 as annexed to Deed of Transfer D/T 10107/1958 – Fig. 3). 
 
Diagrams for cluster of farms associated with Kalbaskraal: 

Dgm & date Farm no. Extent  Name (description) 
23/1768  884  60 mo 348 sr Calbasse Kraal (standard rectangle) 
8015/1917 885  68 mo 193sr Kallabasse Kraal A&B annexe  
280/1831 886  1771 mo 172 sr Kalbaskraal 
2209/1860 886/2  500 mo  Welgegund tn 2 Kalbas Kraal 
2356/1860 887  500 mo  Weltevreden tn Kalabas Kraal 
502/1918 888  468 mo 561 sr Glen Lossie 
3980/1920 889  11 mo 124 sr Lot RKK Kalbas Kraal 
1779/1954 890  945.3932 mo Kalbaskraal D 

 
Kalbaskraal consisted of the following pieces of land: 

1. Remainder of the Farm ‘de Calbasse Kraal’ (Diagram 23/1768), 
2. The remainder of the Farm ‘Kalbaskraal’ (Diagram 280/1831), 
3. The Farm Kalabasse Kraal A & B annex. (Diagram B015/1917). 

 
The farm ‘De Calbasse Kraal’ 
Grant: 60 morgen 348 sq. roods, Cape Freehold Vol. 3 Fol. 112 dd. 1/6/1768. 
 
Transfer No. Date  Portion Size Transferor Transferee 
OCF3-112 1.6.1768 whole 60 morgen 

348 sr 
Grant Hans Hendrik Hattingh. 

4237 29.8.1768 Ditto Ditto H.H. Hattingh Gerrit H. Batenhorst 
1886 1.11.1800` Ditto Ditto G.H. Batenhorst Johannes van Niekerk 
318 8.9.120 Ditto Ditto J. van Niekerk Jacob Daniel de Villiers 

(Jan’s son) 
388 23.11.1821 Ditto Ditto J.D. de Villiers Floris Smit (Pieter’s son) – 

see below 
386 21.5.1861 Ptn. of 

Weltevreden 
13 morgen 
39 sr 

Hendrik Vos Tobias Christian van den 
Berg 

10732 14.12.1897 Remainder 47morgen 
28 sr 

Estate P.E. de Kock Hille Gertruida de Kock 

10733 14.12.1897 Remainder Ditto H.G. de Kock Hendrick Matthys Stefanus 
de Kock 

1381 18.2.1921 Portion 520 sr H.M.S. de Kock Government Union of 
South Africa 

14378 19.11.1943 Remainder 46 morgen 
36 sr 

Estate late H.M.S. 
de Kock 

Martha Wilhelmina de 
Kock (née Pretorius) 
(widow) b. 2.7.1875 

1479 12.2.1944 Remainder Ditto M.H. de Kock Samuel Walter de Kock (b. 
29.4.1898) 

3249 1.3.1947 Remainder Ditto S.W. de Kock William James Hendrickse 
(b. 27.2.1898) 

3644 12.3.1952 Remainder Ditto W.J. Hendrickse Johannes Lukas Myburgh 
(b. 30.6.1878) 

10106 18.7.1958 Remainder Ditto Estate late L.J. 
Myburgh 

Elbert Lukas de Kock 
(b. 29.10.1895) 
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The farm Kalbaskraal 
Grant: 1771 morgen 172 square roods, Stellenbosch Quitrents Vol.8 Folio 69 dd. 16.6.1831 

 
Transfer No. Date  Portion Size Transferor Transferee 
Stellenbosch 
Quitrents 

16.6.1831 whole 1771 morgen 
172 sr 

Grant Floris Smit 

386 21.5.1861 Ptn. Of 
Weltevreden 

486 morgen 
54 sr 

Hendrik Vos Tobias Christian van 
den Berg 

388 21.5.1861 Welgegund 500 morgen Hendrik Vos Johannes Jacobus de 
Kock (b.26.2.1816) 

10732 14.12.1897 Remainder 784 morgen  
231 sr 

Estate P.E. de Kock Hille Getruida de 
Kock 

10733 14.12.1897 Remainder ditto H.G. de Kock Hendrick Matthys 
Stefanus de Kock 

1381 18.2.1921 Portion of lot 
RKK 

10 morgen 
204 sr 

H.M.S. de Kock Government Union of 
South Africa 

14378 19.11.1943 Remainder 774 morgen 
270 sr 

Estate late H.M.S. 
de Kock 

Martha Wilhelmina de 
Kock (née Pretorius) 
(widow) b. 2.7.1875 

1479 12.2.1944 Remainder Ditto M.H. de Kock Samuel Walter de 
Kock (b. 29.4.1898) 

3249 1.3.1947 Remainder Ditto S.W. de Kock William James 
Hendrickse (b. 
27.2.1898) 

3644 12.3.1952 Remainder Ditto W.J. Hendrickse Johannes Lukas 
Myburgh (b. 
30.6.1878) 

3644 12.3.1952 Remainder Ditto W.J. Hendrickse Johannes Lukas 
Myburgh (b. 
30.6.1878) 

10106 18.7.1958 Remainder Ditto Estate late L.J. 
Myburgh 

Elbert Lukas de Kock 
(b. 29.10.1895) 

 
The Farm Welgegund 
A deduction of Kalbaskraal. 
 
Transfer No. Date  Portion Size Transferor Transferee 
 21.5.1861 whole 500 morgen Hendrik Vos Johannes Jacobus de 

Kock 
 29.4.1901 whole Ditto J.P. de Kock Michel Adriaan de 

Kock 
 28.3.1918 Ptn. Of Glen 

Lossie 
394 morgen  
62 sr 

M.A. de Kock William Smith 

 9.4.1930 Remainder 105 morgen 
538 sr 

M.A. de Kock Lambertus Petrus van 
der Spuy 

 6.7.1942 Rem. Ditto L.P. van der Spuy Michiel Nicolaas 
Smuts Roux 

 3.4.1948 Rem. Ditto M.N.S. Roux Gerhardus Jacobus 
Laubser 
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ANATOMY OF THE CAPE TOWNHOUSE 1 
 

Dirk Visser 
 
 
The first houses in Cape Town were no different from those of the freeburgers outside 
the town along the Liesbeeck River.  They were built in the Dutch vernacular with 
thatched roofs and low thick walls of local material or wattle and daub.  As the colony 
developed this vernacular was gradually elaborated into the fully-fledged gabled, 
thatched houses of the second half of the eighteenth century (Fig. 1).  Houses in the 
villages were mostly still single-storeyed, thatched and gabled.  In the more dense urban 
fabric of Cape Town, however, thatch was a greater fire hazard and soon the use of 
thatch for new buildings was forbidden.  Even so, thatched roofs survived in Central 
Cape Town into the second half of the nineteenth century and one side gable of such a 
roof can still be seen against the side wall of the Van Niekerk house at 70 Wale Street.  
By the beginning of the nineteenth century, Cape Town had developed from the original 
hamlet of thatched houses into a small city of flat-roofed, sophisticated houses with 
parapets, cornices, balustrades and ornamental sculptures on the skyline.  A richly 
varied, yet orderly urban fabric (Fig. 2). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  Landskroon, Paarl, gable dated 1769 (CA E506). 

                                                 
1 Originally presented at ISAA Congress and published in Architecture SA, July/August 1983: 23-25, the 
article is reproduced here with minor amendments by Antonia Malan.  For example, I have used the Cape 
Archives (CA) photograph captions where they differ to those published in Architecture SA.  Due to 
imprecise references I was unable to relocate the original images for Figs 5 and 13, illustrating figure 
sculptures, Corinthian variants, and a French composite capital.  Sincere thanks to the Cape Archives for 
letting me take digital photographs of the photographs. 
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The other towns in the colony – Stellenbosch, Paarl, Swellendam, Swartland 
(Malmesbury), Tulbagh and Zwartberg (Caledon) – were still almost entirely thatched, 
although at Stellenbosch the so-called Grosvenor House and Van der Bijlhuis are two-
storeyed and flat-roofed.  Shortly after 1812 the widow De Wet built a similar house in 
Kerkstraat, Tulbagh.  Oddly the only flat roofed house of the period in or near Paarl is a 
farmhouse, Vredenhof.  Other flat-roofed two-storeyed farm houses of the time are 
Uitkyk at Klapmuts and Botterberg near Philadelphia.  At Zwartberg a large elaborate 
flat-roofed building had been built at the hot spring in the eighteenth century.  These 
buildings were, however, planned as country houses and lacked the compactness of the 
townhouses typical of Cape Town.  Examples of two-storey farmhouses under thatch 
are Alphen and Rouwkoop. 
 The distinguishing features of the townhouses are their compactness and the flat 
roof.  These two attributes gave to Cape Town an urban visual character totally different 
from the other towns.  I believe that if Cape Town had not developed as it did during the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, our ideas of what constitutes ‘Cape Dutch’ 
architecture would have been vastly different.  The system of flat roof construction was 
already developed at the Castle before 1700 but compared with thatch it was an 
expensive roof and, unless properly constructed, inclined to leak.  It consisted of a series 
of heavy timber beams spaced at about 700 mm centers over which teak boarding was 
laid.  A layer of tiles or brick was bedded in lime mortar or alternatively a layer of shell 
lime concrete was placed over the boarding.  This was then waterproofed by coating it 
with oil.  According to Mentzel (1921: 134-5) the first private house with such a roof 
was erected in 1732.  In order to shed water the roofs were laid to a fall and as parapets 
completely surrounded the house, stone or lead gargoyles were built into the parapets at 
the rear. 
 An alternative and better but probably more expensive system was to place the 
beams at about 600 mm centres and to span the interspaces with small brick vaults.  
This, while imposing a greater load on the beams necessitating greater girth as well as a 
closer spacing, had the advantage of providing a greater mass of material, which could 
absorb the water thus keeping the beams dry. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.  Cape Town c.1808 by Josephus Jones 

(reproduced from N.Vergunst ‘Hoerikwaggo’, SANG, 2000). 
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Architectural expression 
 
Whereas the country house tended to spread horizontally and was almost invariably 
single storeyed, the townhouses due to the restricted erven had to expand vertically.  
The central city, therefore, consisted almost entirely of two and three storey buildings – 
houses and warehouses.  Having no visible roof, the townhouses lacked the interest that 
the country house derived from the contrast between dark velvety thatch and white 
washed walls.  The relative dearth of trees in Cape Town also deprived the town house 
of the interest of dappled shade on the walls.  It seems natural that interest would be 
sought through other means and this was indeed so.  The façades designed with 
regularly spaced openings were further divided up by the introduction of pilasters (Fig 
3) and the wall surface enriched with ornamental plaster relief (Fig. 4).  The wall field 
was painted in colour contrasting with the white of pilasters, cornices and relief work.  
While the skyline, lacking gables, is given interest with pierced balustrades in curved 
profiles, figure sculptures and urns modelled in plaster (Fig. 5).  Occasionally a 
‘dakkamer’ (Fig. 6) also broke the skyline.  By the end of the eighteenth century Cape 
Town had a rich, and colourful, almost Baroque quality despite the regularity of its 
street layout and rectangular city blocks. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Barrack Street (CA E7685). 
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Figure 4.  131 Bree Street (CA E1847). 

 

 
Figure 5.  Heerengracht (Adderley Street) (CA AG13449). 

 

 
Figure 6.  Dakkamer at 7 Wale Street (CA E1891). 
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At street level interest was again given by the finely carved doors with their shaped 
fanlights and fine rococo or classical door cases of painted teak often simulating marble 
(Fig. 7).  The house façade was firmly supported by a raised stoep of small yellow or 
red klinker bricks, paved with terracotta tiles, greenish Robben Island slate or even 
checkerboard slabs of marble.  The raised stoeps were of a variety of heights, sometimes 
requiring quite extraordinarily high staircases where a full basement storey occurs 
below the main floor.  In these cases protective iron railings were placed along the edge 
of the stoep.  The railings usually consisted of horizontal round bars spanning between 
heavy moulded square uprights spaced fairly widely apart and surmounted by spun 
brass finials.  The horizontal bars often ended in graceful curves also with spun brass 
knobs. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Norfolk House (CA M428). 
 
Architectural style 
 
The basic structure of the house described above was a universal norm in Cape Town 
until the 1830s when mass-produced building elements from Europe began to appear.  
Onto this structure were grafted the successive architectural fashions of the period.  
Thus we see at first a form of rococo with parapets rising and falling in rich voluptuous 
curves with softly rounded mouldings ending in tightly curved spirals and usually with a 
shell-like motive at the centre (Fig. 8).  Door cases, fanlights and sometimes the 
surrounds to the central upper window will be elaborate designs in carved rococo 
scrollwork with carved flowers and even on occasion figures and, of course, a classical 
urn or two. 
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Figure 8.  House in Roeland Street (CA E1881). 

 

 
Figure 9.  Corner of Bree and Castle Streets (CA E2625). 

 

 
Figure 10.  Corner Loop and Hout Streets (CA M205v). 
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Later a more sober note crept in and the wildly ornamental rococo made way for a more 
sober classical style (Fig. 9) with the façade clearly divided by fluted pilasters into bays 
or the corners and centre bays were projected forward with a pediment crowning the 
centre and urns or sculptures on the corners.  The elaborate balustrades are now also 
supplanted by simple parapets above finely moulded classical cornices.  The whole 
classical language is employed and we find not only the simple Tuscan order (Fig. 9) 
but also numerous interesting variants on the Corinthian.  The wall surfaces are enriched 
by lines of rustication drawn in the plaster, and modelled sculpture in classical taste 
decorate the pediments (Fig. 10).  The classicism of this period – the last two decades of 
the eighteenth century – must not be confused with Neo Classicism, the 
archaeologically pure revival of Greek and Roman architecture which only truly arrived 
at the Cape at the beginning of the nineteenth century (Fig. 11). 
 There was a strong French influence in Holland at this time, which is most 
clearly discerned in interior decoration and furniture design.  A French garrison was 
stationed at the cape between 1781 and 1783 and the resultant boom conditions, when 
prices of local products rocketed sky high, induced many suddenly prosperous citizens 
to modify and refurnish their houses in the new fashion. 
 The fine quality of the architectural development of the house façades of this 
period is probably due to the lead given by Louis Michael Thibault while Anton Anreith 
was responsible for much of the excellent plaster relief work and parapet sculptures that 
adorned these façades.  It is in this period that the finest townhouses were built.  
Unfortunately only two survived relatively unchanged, the Koopmans-de Wet House 
and No. 14 Keerom Street. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11.  77 Strand Street, neo-classical door (CA E3085). 
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Planning 
 
While the Cape country house usually followed regular plan forms like the H, T or U 
forms, the townhouse on the whole, due to the limitations of restricted town erven, 
seldom followed these patterns.  The tendency in the country house towards a pavilion 
with four symmetrical façades was impossible in the town where, except for houses on 
corner sites, only one façade was available for formal expression.  However, both the 
town and country house were planned round a main central hall or ‘gaanderij’ but this is 
the only similarity.  The townhouse has a narrow entrance hall and only narrow folding 
doors lead to the hall, which is placed at the back of the house overlooking the 
courtyard.  The two best rooms flank the entrance hall on the front.  The staircase is 
usually quite a modest structure and tucked away at one end of the ‘gaanderij’.  The 
upper floor follows the ground floor plan almost exactly and the ‘gaanderij’ is repeated 
in the large upper hall.  The rear wings, where they exist, are usually irregular and the 
symmetry of the front breaks down when one comes to the inner courtyard which also 
leads to the stables, carriage house and servants quarters. 
 
Interior Design 
 
The decorative development of the interior of the townhouse differs from that of the 
country house, more in its greater refinement and delicacy than in any other respect.  
The furniture is less bulky and the mural decoration more elegant.  Each room has its 
own distinctive decorative scheme.  In the Koopmans-De Wet House the entrance hall 
and ‘gaanderij’ have a painted architectural scheme in the Ionic order with fluted 
pilasters on pedestals and a cornice with medallions; the main reception room has a 
scheme of pale green with a darker dado with pink lines; the dining room is in off-white 
with a stone colour panelled dado with delicate floral swags and bosses; in the so-called 
‘music room’ the colours are different shades of apricot pink and the frieze is in the 
form of a ribbon spiralling round a bar, above the fireplace a medallion contains a figure 
of Ceres holding a cornucopia.  It is interesting to note that the reception room had three 
distinct successive decorative schemes on top of each other. 

The use of Delft tiles was also common in townhouses though only a small panel 
survives in the Koopmans-De Wet House.  These blue and white tiles often depict 
biblical scenes.  Violet and white tiles were also common. 

The furniture of local or imported timbers was rich, elegant and fashionable and 
made by local cabinet-makers, though imported furniture from Europe or the East was 
not uncommon.  Cabinets would often be enriched with veneers of contrasting timbers, 
carving or inlays in ebony, ivory and even brass, while handles and key plates would be 
silver for the better and brass for the lesser pieces.  Chairs and settees were usually 
caned though upholstered seats and backs also occur.  In the dining rooms one would 
usually find glazed cabinets displaying the Chinese porcelain dinner services, 
sometimes ‘chine-de-commande’ emblazoned with the family crest. 
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I have tried to sketch an urban environment, and the houses that largely made up that 
environment, as it existed before the middle of the last century.  The picture is 
inevitably a collage of bits gleaned from archives, my own observations and fragments 
that still remain.  I hope that the picture is in focus and clear enough to bring out the fine 
quality and uniqueness of a small town in an incomparable setting. 
 
 
Reference 
 
Mentzel, O.F.  1921.  Life at the Cape in the mid-18th Century.  Cape Town: Van 

Riebeeck Society. 
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CROSSING THE DOORN (DORING) RIVER 
 

Nigel Amschwand 
 
 

This all started when a friend purchased an old lamp-post with the gas lantern missing 
and asked me if I could find out what the top part of the lamp-post looked like.  A little 
later, while in the Archives waiting for some documents to be delivered, I was browsing 
through some of the photographs looking for lamp-posts when I came across the picture 
of a bridge over the Doorn River (AG Collection 9381).  As I cross the river almost 
every time I travel to the Bokkeveld, I was interested in this bridge because I knew it no 
longer existed.   
 Travelling upstream from its junction with the Oliphants River there are only a 
few places where you can cross the Doorn River in a wagon (Fig. 1).  (Today this river 
is sometimes called the Doring but at the time the bridge was built, and earlier it was the 
Doorn.  To avoid confusion with maps and references in documents I will use the earlier 
name.)  The first crossing place is at Ou Drift to the north of the farm Papkuilsfontein, 
which is situated on the south side of the river.  To the north are places called Bo Drift 
and Ouden Wagenpad, indicating that this was a known route, but as it only leads to the 
lower Matsikamma mountains and then to the area around Urionskraal south east of 
Vanrhynsdorp it could never have been a well travelled road.  The only reference I 
found was when the road was improved to allow farmers in the Agter-Cedarberg access 
to the railhead at Klawer.1 
 The next crossing point is where the old road over the Nardouws Kloof Pass 
travelled via the Outspan at Elizabethsfontein and across the farm Wagenpads Leegte to 
Bloemfontein, where the road crossed at a drift on its way north.  This was a main route 
to the Bokkeveld and Hantam until the Pakhuis Pass and Botterkloof Passes were built 
in 1877.  The Pakhuis Pass was in use earlier but was a more difficult although shorter 
route than Nardouws Kloof. 
 
There was a lot of correspondence and many meetings concerning the improvement of 
the route from the Bokkeveld and Hantam to Cape Town.2  In a report of the Select 
Committee of the House of Assembly there is a letter from Thomas Bain.3  On his way 
from the Bokkeveld to his house at Piekenierskloof, Bain had selected a good site for a 
bridge over the Doorn River immediately below Nieuwoudts Drift.4  He stated that the 
timber for the bridge could be obtained from the Biedouw.  Some years later, in his 
construction diary of the building of the Botterkloof Pass5, Bain suggested a pont over 
the Doorn River as a bridge would be too expensive.  However, a few years later in 
1895 a bridge was built.  This bridge replaced a drift (that can still be traced) a few 
hundred metres down stream and another drift and a pont that was close to the current 
concrete bridge.  A map showing these is reproduced below (Fig. 2).  

Further correspondence suggests that the road from Clanwilliam to the Doorn 
River, and from there towards Calvinia, were toll routes.6  There was a proposal that the 
Districts of Clanwilliam and Calvinia should agree that only through traffic pay a toll, 
i.e. that crossing the Doorn, which forms the border between the two districts.  The 
same documents call the bridge ‘Van Zyl’s Bridge’ and mention a toll house twelve 
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miles north of the river.  This would be just beyond the top of the Botterkloof Pass in 
the District of Calvinia.  Although the Doorn River forms the border between the two 
districts for much of its length, the farm Doornbosch, although on the north bank, 
occupies a narrow valley, which before the construction of the Botterkloof Pass was 
only accessible from the south. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Map showing the old drift and new bridge (Cape Archives PWD 2/5/70 Ref 01). 
 
There is a farm shop at Fairview on the southern approach to where the bridge used to 
be, just past the turn-off labelled ‘to farms’.  Some of the buildings date from at least 
1895 but the owners have no knowledge of the old bridge or the original purpose of 
their buildings.7  The position of the bridge was determined by simply walking along 
the north bank until the mountains in the background of the photograph lined up (Figs. 3 
and 4).  The position is S.31.58.900/E.19.42.522. 
 Unfortunately the bridge only lasted for 30 years because in 1925 a massive 
flood washed it away together with most of the topsoil on the south bank of the river.  In 
1930 the new bridge was built.  Presumably a pont was used in the intervening five 
years.  The road to the new bridge entailed blasting part of a small koppie just by the 
southern end.  Apparently this destroyed a painted rock shelter.  Another story related to 
us was about one of the local farmers who strayed too close to the blasting and had his 
leg broken by a flying rock. 
 According to a local resident, the land on the south bank of the river was used by 
bywoners, who diverted water from the river for irrigation.  In earlier years Doornbosch 
developed into a small hamlet with a junior school, police station and an hotel to serve 
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the many residents and travellers.  Most of this has now gone but Doornbosch still 
forms a green oasis in the arid Bokkeveld Karoo. 
 
I never did find a photograph of a lamp-post. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  The bridge in 1895 (CA AG9381). 
 

 
 

Figure 4.  The same place in 2002 (Nigel Amschwand). 
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Notes 
                                                 
1 Cape Archives Ref. PAS 4/57, A32, 1918. 
2 Cape Archives CO 4070 Ref 206 ½, 1853; 4156 Ref 155, 1869; 4100 Ref B15, 1858; AMPT 
CCP1/2/2/1/16, A6, 1869; AMPT CCP1/2/2/1/18 A20 1871. 
3 Cape Archives AMPT CCP1/2/2/1/15, A5, 1868. 
4 Position unknown, but probably above where the bridge was built. 
5 Cape Archives PWD 2/5/70 Ref 1. 
6 Cape Archives PWD 2/5/126 Ref 01 
7 Mr Kotze, pers.comm. 17 February and 1 October 2002. 


